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C L E A R LY B E T T E R

Consistent quality, built to last

PRODUCTIVITY DRIVEN

F I LT E R S + A C C E S S O R I E S

FILTERS

BUILT TO HELP YOU
PERFORM BETTER

For more than 35 years Arcom has built its reputation on
the quality and durability of our filters and our honest and
responsive customer service. Our technologies are flexible
and easy to use and we work to continually improve our
products and our company to better serve you and yours.
We build our filters on our patented FlexAr System to be
able to engineer the smallest size, best insertion loss,
and best return loss filters in the industry. FlexAr filters
not only conform to all industry standards, they are put
through extensive durability testing to ensure quality
performance in the long-term: 6KV surge, salt spray, red
dye, and RF shielding. You can trust Arcom to consistently
deliver high quality filters, designed to last in any field

COMPACT: Extremely small for ease of installation.
TAILORED: Fully customizable parameters to meet your exact
requirements.
ACUTE: >20dB return loss.
COMPLIANT: Meet SCTE connector interface standards and fully MoCA
compliant.
SECURE: 6KV surge protected with >120dB shielding.
DURABLE: Engineered to minimize broken taps ports better than longer,
thinner designs.
ADVANCED: Designed using specialized modeling and synthesis
software to optimize response and return loss performance.

environment.
IDENTIFIABLE: Color-coded, bar-coded labeling—and metal-stamped
model number.
WEATHERPROOF: 4-point precision weather-sealed female seizure
mechanism and fully moisture-sealed construction for long-term reliability.
EFFORTLESS: Available pre-assembled with jumper and security shields.
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A D VA N C E D T E C H N O L O G Y

FLEXAR SYSTEM
LINE CONDITIONING
Filters designed to keep pace with
your changing network
With modern network architectures, increased bandwidths, maintaining
the correct levels to the subscriber can present a challenge. Arcom line
conditioning filters can help you do the job right and enable you to provide
the proper signal level in any situation.

Smallest size, best insertion loss,
and best return loss in the industry
Arcom filters are built on the FlexAr system that incorporates the
most advanced computer simulation and filter synthesis programs
to build the smallest size, best insertion loss, and best return loss
filters in the industry. Details matter. Flex-AR was engineered from
the ground up to produce consistent high quality filters designed
to last in any field environment.

MOCA
Cable Simulators

Forward Equalizers

Cable Equalizers

Small, simple and MoCA compliant

(A.K.A. CABLE EQUIVALENTS)
Designed to act with the same
loss characteristics as a length of
cable Arcom cable simulator filters
are used where there is too much
signal level at the home or tap.
We offer custom frequency and loss
parameters option to meet your
specific needs.

Designed with a built-in low-pass
filter, forward equalizers are used
when return levels are acceptable
and you want an equalizer that
won’t affect the return path.

(A.K.A. TILT ATTENUATORS)
Arcom Cable equalizing filters
offset the natural attenuation
characteristics of cables, so that
when you add the cable loss to
the equalizer response, you get
something that resembles a flat
line. Typically used on homes
that have very long drops, the
equalizer would be put before
the home drop amp or MTA
(media terminal adapter) so that
the amplifier does not become
overloaded due to the extreme
tilt caused by extensive cable
lengths.

Arcom MoCA filters prevent interference between adjacent MoCA service-subscribing
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as reflectors, minimizing the loss of MoCA signal within your subscriber’s home.

RETURN STEP ATTENUATORS
Improve return path performance
Homes connected to high-value taps are inherently less likely to be the source of noise
and ingress entering the return path network because they provide isolation between
the home and the network, and attenuate any spurious noise or ingress signals signifi-
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cantly more than lower value taps. Arcom’s patented Return Step Attenuators make
all taps behave like high value taps and maximize return path network performance
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A D VA N C E D T E C H N O L O G Y

TIERING
Over the years Arcom has designed thousands of custom high-performance tiering filters to meet the needs of cable operators worldwide. Our
newest FlexAr tiering filters provide exceptional response in the smallest
package. Our manufacturing process produces the highest quality filters to
exact specification in the time frame you require. The two most common
varieties in use today are:

OTHER FILTERS
Customized to meet your needs
Designed to meet your specifications with flawless performance, Arcom produces
a huge range of customizable filters to serve cable operator worldwide.
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SECURITY SHIELDS
Reduce service theft
Protect your network from service theft and subscriber tampering. Arcom security
shields are engineered for durability to endure harsh environments. We offer many
options, including factory-assembled kits with jumper, security shield, and filter. These
assemblies can significantly reduce install time.
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Arcom engineers and manufactures the most advanced and effective solutions in the
world for cable network impairment, leakage detection and locating technology. Arcom
employs unique passive radar Xcor technology and provides the only equipment in
industry capable of locating both linear and nonlinear distortions like Common Path
Distortion (CPD). We developed these solutions because we are committed to making
our customers life’s easier and their customers happier.
+1 (315) 422-123 0

/ ARCOMDIGITAL.COM

PNM+

Hunter

QAM Snare

Find problems before they
happen, and keep your network
running at peak efficiency.

Locate network issues with
pinpoint accuracy, saving
countless man-hours.

The only truly effective tools
to detect and track QAM
leaks are frequency-agile and
future-proof.
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